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Abstract In this contribution, we focused on the use of

polarizable force fields to model the structural, energetic,

and thermodynamical properties of lanthanides and actin-

ides in water. In a first part, we chose the particular case of

the Th(IV) cation to demonstrate the capabilities of the

AMOEBA polarizable force field to reproduce both

reference ab initio gas-phase energetics and experimental

data including coordination numbers and radial distribution

functions. Using such model, we predicted the first polar-

izable force field estimate of Th(IV) solvation free energy,

which accounts for -1,638 kcal/mol. In addition, we pro-

posed in a second part of this work a full extension of the

SIBFA (Sum of Interaction Between Fragments Ab initio

computed) polarizable potential to lanthanides (La(III) and

Lu(III)) and to actinides (Th(IV)) in water. We demonstrate

its capabilities to reproduce all ab initio contributions as

extracted from energy decomposition analysis computa-

tions, including many-body charge transfer and discussed

its applicability to extended molecular dynamics and its

parametrization on high-level post-Hartree–Fock data.

Keywords Lanthanides � Actinides � Energy

decomposition analysis � Polarizable force field �
Charge transfer � Hydration free energy

1 Introduction

The fields of interest in lanthanide(III) ions have been

extended in the recent years. The main applications cover

medical diagnosis (contrast agents in magnetic resonance

imaging and luminescent probes for proteins) [1–3],

catalysis and organic synthesis [4], organic light-emitting

diodes, and nuclear chemistry. The study of the coordina-

tion of lanthanide(III) ions and the water exchange in

aqueous solutions is of particular importance for the

understanding of the chemical processes in which these

ions are involved.

Concerning the actinides, the safe management of

highly radioactive spent fuel is currently a major challenge

for the nuclear energy industry. Fundamental researches
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are carried out in such areas as nuclear waste management

and nuclear toxicology [5–7]. Consequently, there is a

great interest in the knowledge of the chemistry of actinide

species. In the reprocessing strategy for nuclear waste,

chemical processes are involved; at present, these are based

on solvent extraction processes. Such a complex chemical

process clearly relies on a delicate balance between the

different interactions that govern the system, particularly

extractant molecule-cation and water-cation interactions. In

this context, the water molecule not only acts as solvent,

but it also plays a non-negligible role in complex forma-

tion. One of the preliminary steps in understanding the

solvent extraction process consists of the study of the

lanthanide and actinide cation hydration, and more partic-

ularly of the organization of the first coordination sphere

around these cations.

Molecular modeling can help to better understand the

local complexation properties of the ions and to support the

design of new extractant molecules. Classical molecular

dynamics (MD) simulations using explicit solvent are

essential to investigate statistical and dynamical properties

that can be related to rather rare events taking place over

hundreds of picoseconds.

In addition, many recent studies highlighted the failure

of traditional fixed charge force fields to capture the main

physical effects that govern interaction for highly charged

ions in polar solvents [8–19].

Consequently, several polarizable models are available in

the literature, mainly applied to the study of lanthanide

hydration [20–22]. It was stressed [13] that some of them are

not general due to the non-transferability of their parameters

leading to debatable results including predicted shorter water

residence times for the heavier lanthanides than for the

lighter ones, in contradiction with well-established experi-

mental data [22]. Moreover, the trends in the water exchange

rate are shifted to heavier ions with a maximum at Tb3?

instead of Gd3?, in contradiction with the well-known gad-

olinium break along the lanthanide series [22].

In our previous work on the uranyl ion [23], we pointed

out that only an explicit high-level treatment for non-

covalent interactions is able to reproduce experimental

data. This approach was also pioneered by Hagberg et al.

on UO2
2? [11] and Cm3? hydration [12]. The NEMO force

field was used including multipolar electrostatic expan-

sions and complete many-body effects, i.e., polarization

and charge transfer, but within a rigid molecular frame-

work [24]. The parameters were extracted from a metal–

water curve interaction computed at the relativistic

multiconfigurational level of theory followed by perturba-

tion theory (CASSCF/CASPT2) and validated by molecu-

lar dynamics simulations in water. Two more recent studies

were reported on the hydration of actinide ions using

polarizable force fields. The EXAFS spectra of a Cf3?

aqueous solution were successfully explained thanks to the

design of two specific polarizable intermolecular potentials

for eight and nine coordination of the cation and Monte Carlo

simulations [16]. Réal et al. performed MD simulations on

the Th(IV) in aqueous solution using two different polariz-

able force fields and including explicit ad hoc Th4?–water

charge-transfer term [17]. The influence of the parameter set

on the structuration of the first shells was explored, and we

will discuss their results later in this paper.

Thanks to high-level electrostatics and full treatment for

polarizable effects, MD simulations with AMOEBA

[25, 26] were able to reproduce structural and dynamical

experimental properties of hydrated mono and divalent

metal cations [27–30]. In our previous studies, the

AMOEBA polarizable and flexible force field was exten-

ded to the lanthanide(III) ions [8–10]. We present here an

extension to actinide ions in the same framework.

In addition, we proposed in a second part of this work a

full extension of the SIBFA (Sum of Interaction Between

Fragments Ab initio computed) [31] approach to trivalent

lanthanides and tetravalent actinides. Indeed, the anisotropic

polarizable SIBFA force field has been developed to provide

an accurate description of divalent metal cations [31–33] in

large biological binding sites [34, 35]. SIBFA is able to treat

‘‘explicitly’’ both polarization and charge-transfer contri-

butions and therefore can be used as a reference to under-

stand the many-body effects in large systems.

The parametrization of these two advanced force field

requires the use of accurate ab initio reference data. In the

case of heavy elements, especially for actinides, relativistic

effects and multiconfigurational wave functions are

essential to provide reliable reference data. A complete

study on the Th(IV)–water dimer has been carried out to

state that MRCI level is the best reference to obtain dis-

sociation curves for force field development [36].

We will present first the ab initio methods used for the

parameterizations. Then, the second part will be devoted to

the extension of AMOEBA to the Th(IV) ion, to the vali-

dation of its energetics on Thorium–water clusters and to MD

simulations for the determination of structural and thermo-

dynamical data (hydration free energy) in aqueous solution.

In the last part, we will present the extension of SIBFA to

closed-shell trivalent lanthanides and tetravalent actinides.

2 Procedures

2.1 Interaction energy calculations and levels

of ab initio computations

Due to the complex physical and chemical characteristics

of lanthanide and actinide systems, high-level ab initio

calculations were mandatory, so as to generate reliable data
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for the parameterization of the AMOEBA and SIBFA force

fields.

For example, in the dissociation of the [Th(H2O)]4?

complex, several electronic states which may cross along

the minimum energy path are involved. The [Th(H2O)]4?

adiabatic dissociation curves computed using a MRCI

wave function are given in Fig. 1. At about 2.6 Å, the S0

state crosses a higher lying S1 state. An avoided crossing

results, which causes strong orbitals, changes. This leads to

a net charge transfer that transforms a Th4?–H2O complex

into a Th3?–H2O?as the ligand is ionized. In order to

compute the required dissociation curve (see curve Sd in

Fig. 1) to develop polarizable ab initio-based force fields, a

state of the art diabatic representation is mandatory. The

full methodology used is described in Gourlaouen et al.

[36]. The MRCI calculations [37] were performed with the

MOLPRO [38] program package.

The interaction energy is calculated as the difference

between the dimer energy and that of the separate frag-

ments for varying M–Ow distances.

Eint ¼ E½M � ðOH2Þ�mþ � EðMmþÞ � EðOH2Þ

The reference geometry was one in which the water

molecule was kept frozen in the experimental geometry

(bond length dO–H = 0.957 Å and bond angle HOH =

104.5� [39]), so that the dimer system interaction energy was

calculated in the C2V group. In this manner, the active space

used for the multireference calculations consisted for all

three systems of the oxygen’s highest occupied molecular

orbital (2py) as well as the first virtual orbitals of symmetry 2

of each cation, i.e., two 4f orbitals and a 5d orbital for La(III),

two 5d and a 6p orbital for Lu(III), and two 5f and a 6d orbital

for Th(IV). Dunning’s augmented triple zeta basis set [40]

was used on the O and H atoms, while the Stuttgart quasi-

relativistic small-core pseudopotentials and associated basis

sets as in MOLPRO’s internal library were, respectively,

used for La, Lu, and Th. On the other hand, calculations at

lower levels of theory (HF and MP2) with both small-core

and large-core pseudopotentials were carried out with the

Gaussian03 [41] package. The geometry was also kept

partially frozen in the experimental geometry except for the

Ln/An–Ow bond length. All interaction energy values were

corrected of the basis set superposition error (BSSE) by the

counterpoise method.

2.2 Energy decomposition analyses

Energy decomposition analyses (EDA) were then carried

out to compute the different contributions to the interaction

energy of the dimer systems for the parameterization of the

AMOEBA and SIBFA force fields. The constrained space

orbital variation [42] (CSOV) decomposition at the Har-

tree–Fock level as implemented in our modified version of

HONDO95.3 [43, 44] was carried out for the lanthanide

systems, while the restricted variational space [45] (RVS)

analysis was carried out with the GAMESS [46] package

on the Thorium–water dimer as well as on the different

[M–(OH2)n]m? clusters. Both approaches are related to the

Morokuma procedure [47] in which the Hartree–Fock

interaction energy is separated in four physically mean-

ingful contributions, namely the Coulomb electrostatic

energy (ES), the Pauli exchange-repulsion term (REP)

(which adds up to give the ‘‘frozen core’’ energy), and POL

and CT, which are the polarization energy and the charge-

transfer term, respectively; those latter contributions sum

up to give the non-frozen energy resulting of the interaction

between the two approaching monomers. One advantage of

CSOV and RVS is that such methods are able to maintain

Fig. 1 Adiabatic (blue, cyan,

red, and orange) and diabatic

(magenta) MRCI dissociation

curves for [Th(H2O)]4?

complex
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the correct antisymmetry of the wave function leading to

the correct evaluation of polarization and charge-transfer

energies [43, 48].

2.3 Sum of interactions between fragments ab initio

computed (SIBFA)

SIBFA [31] is a polarizable force field, based on the decom-

position of the interaction energy in such a way that its

equations are strongly analogous to the EDA description of the

energy terms. The interaction energy Eint is therefore calcu-

lated as follows, and a brief outline of the different contribu-

tions is given. However, an extended description of the force

field can be found in more detailed works [31, 38, 48].

Eint ¼ Emtp� þ Erep þ Epol� þ Ect þ Edisp

Emtp* is the Coulomb electrostatic contribution, computed

with distributed multipoles (up to quadrupoles) derived

from the ab initio HF wave function of the monomer

fragments and distributed on the atoms and bond bary-

centers using the procedure developed by Vigné-Maeder

and Claverie [49]. This electrostatic energy includes a

correction, the penetration energy, accounting for the

overlap of orbitals at short range [50]. Second, Erep is the

Pauli short-range repulsion between pairs of parallel spin

electrons, given as the sum of the different bond–bond,

bond–lone pair, and lone pair–lone pair interactions [51].

Epol* is the polarization energy contribution, computed

with distributed, anisotropic polarizabilities on the indi-

vidual fragments. The polarizabilities are distributed on the

centroids of the localized orbitals (lone pairs and bond

barycenters) using the procedure of Garmer and Stevens

[52]. The field polarizing each monomer is computed with

both the permanent multipoles, already derived for the

electrostatic contribution, hence no additional cost of cal-

culation, and the dipoles induced on all the other mono-

mers, in an iterative way. A gaussian function is used for

the screening of the polarizing field. In addition to Epol*,

the polarization energy based only on the permanent

dipoles, Epol can also be calculated. Ect is the charge-

transfer contribution which includes all the effects brought

about by the permanent and induced dipoles, therefore

leading to a coupling with the polarization term. And last,

Edisp is the dispersion energy originating from the Van der

Waals interaction between induced dipoles. Throughout the

different terms, SIBFA takes into accounts many physical

properties that are yet inaccessible to most force fields,

such as the many-body effects of non-additivity, namely in

the polarization energy, in the ‘‘explicit’’ many-body

charge-transfer and exchange-repulsion [53] terms as well

as anisotropy, accounted for in the short-distance electro-

statics, repulsion, dispersion, and the charge-transfer

contribution.

For consistency purpose within this work, we propose

here a reparametrization of the SIBFA water potential at

the aug-cc-pVTZ/HF level based on the reference CSOV

values.

2.4 The AMOEBA force field

The AMOEBA (Atomic Multipoles Optimized Energetics

for Biomolecular Applications) polarizable force field [25]

has already been tested in molecular dynamics (MD)

simulations of various systems including metal cation

hydration [27–29]. The electrostatic component of the

model accounts for permanent charges on each atom as

well as dipole and quadrupole moments, all of which are

derived from quantum chemical calculations. Furthermore,

polarization effects are also explicitly included in this

electrostatic component via atomic dipole induction as

shown in the equation below:

lind
i;a ¼ ai

X

j

Ti;j
a Mj þ

X

j0
Ti;j0

ab lind
j0b

 !
for a; b ¼ 1; 2; 3

with ai the atomic polarizability of the considered cation, T

the usual interaction matrix for sites i and j, and Mj the

permanent multipole components. The first term in

the equation represents the dipole on site i induced by the

permanent multipoles, while the second term corresponds to

the dipole on site i induced by the induced dipoles produced

at the other atoms. A polarization-damping scheme is

used via a smeared charge distribution as proposed by

Thole [54]:

q ¼ 3a

4p
expð�au3Þ

with

u ¼ Rij=ðaiajÞ1=6

where u is the effective distance between atoms i and j as a

function of atomic polarizabilities between them, a is a

dimensionless width parameter of the smeared charge

distribution, which controls the strength of damping. This

parameter was set to 0.39 for water and monovalent ions;

however, the value was adjusted to smaller values in the

case of divalent cations such as Ca2?, Mg2?, and Zn2? that

need a wider charge distribution. Consequently, the value

for Th4? was also adjusted using the procedure described

below. Repulsion–dispersion interactions (van der Waals)

between pairs of non-bonded atoms are represented by a

buffered 14–7 potential.

Ubuff
ij ¼ eij

1þ d
qij þ d

 !n�m
1þ c

qm
ij þ d

� 2

 !
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where eij is the potential well depth. In addition, qij is

Rij=R0
ij where Rij is the separation distance between atoms

i and j, and R0
ij is the minimum energy distance. Following

Halgren [55], we used fixed values of n = 14, m = 7,

d = 0.07, and c = 0.12. The polarizable water model as

developed by Ren and Ponder [25] is employed in this

study, and the values for Rij and eij are parametrized for the

Th4? cation. If charge transfer is not explicitly taken into

account, it is nevertheless implicitly included via the van

der Waals parameters that are derived from the ab initio

calculations that contain all these effects. [27, 28] Such

strategy has been shown to be robust enough to perform

accurate cluster [8, 9] and condensed phase simulations

[27, 28].

3 Results

3.1 AMOEBA: from gas-phase clusters to free energy

3.1.1 Extending AMOEBA to the Thorium (IV) ion

The parameters for Th4? were derived from the ab initio

diabatic dissociation curve of the [Th(H2O)]4? complex

obtained at the MCSCF/MRCI level, using Dolg et al.

quasi-relativistic effective core potential for Thorium and

aug-cc-pVTZ Dunning basis sets for H and O [40]. The 6s,

6p Thorium electrons, and all the valence H2O electrons

were correlated. The dipole polarizability aTh of Th4? was

previously determined at 1.143 Å3 [56]. The repulsion–

dispersion parameters were fitted upon 60 various config-

urations chosen to sample the potential energy surface by

varying the Th–O distance and the orientation of the water

molecule, so that eTh = 2.50 kcal/mol and RTh = 3.90 Å.

In addition, the damping factor ‘‘a’’ was adjusted to 0.20

for Th4?, so that the AMOEBA polarization energy mat-

ched the CSOV polarization values as much as possible

following the procedure detailed in previous studies

[27, 28].

3.1.2 Simulation details: from clusters to periodic

boundary conditions

In order to be consistent with our previous studies and to

examine the effect of periodic boundary conditions on

Th(IV) solvation, we performed both cluster and periodic

boundary conditions simulations. Molecular dynamics

simulations were then performed on the [Th(H2O)214]4?

cluster at constant temperature with a Nosé-Hoover

[57, 58] thermostat. The Beeman [59] algorithm was used

for the propagation of dynamical trajectories. The water–

Thorium cluster was confined by spherical boundary

conditions with a van der Waals soft wall characterized by

a 12–6 Lennard-Jones potential which was set to a fixed

buffer distance of 2.5 Å outside the specified radius of

15 Å. This value was optimized after several tests to probe

the role of the size of the radius sphere. All molecular

dynamics simulations were carried out with the TINKER

[60] software package at 298 K with a 1 femtosecond time

step, for a total simulated time of 1 ns per trajectory. The

data are accumulated from four trajectories. Furthermore,

simulations using periodic boundary condition (PBC) were

also performed to compare the dynamics of the Th4? sol-

vation with the cluster simulations. The long-range elec-

trostatics was modeled using the smooth Particle-Mesh

Ewald [61] summation for atomic multipoles with a cutoff

of 7 Å in real space, and the convergence criterion for

induced dipole computation was set to 10-6 D. The tem-

perature was maintained at 298 K using the Berendsen [62]

weak coupling method. Two systems were studied, one

containing 215 water molecules and the Th4? ion to match

the cluster conditions, and the other 511 water molecules

and the Th4? ion, the unit box having 18.643 and 24.857 Å

side length, respectively.

3.1.3 Validation of the AMOEBA potential

on Thorium–water clusters: gas-phase energetics

Total interaction energies are reported in Table 1 for the

Th–water clusters with 8, 9, and 10 water molecules. These

geometries were chosen as they are the representative of

the final condensed phase coordination of Th(IV) in water.

We propose to test AMOEBA against 3 different geome-

tries of Th(IV) interacting with 10 water molecules within

the first and second shells, respectively: 9 ? 1, 8 ? 2, and

10. Due to the size of the basis set for the initial reference

level of the AMOEBA model, we had to restrict ourselves

to a slightly smaller basis set, namely cc-pVTZ. The given

values are corrected of the BSSE. All geometries were

optimized at both the MP2 level and with the AMOEBA

force field starting from the same structures. As can be seen

from Table 1, the AMOEBA absolute interaction energies

are in very good agreement with the MP2 ones and the

global error on the interaction energy by comparison with

Table 1 Interaction energies (in kcal/mol) of the Th4? clusters cal-

culated at the MP2 level and with the AMOEBA force field

[Th–(H2O)n]4? MP2 AMOEBA % Error

8 -740.04 -749.85 1.3

9 -786.56 -790.31 0.5

10 -819.26 -818.30 -0.1

9 ? 1 -832.90 -835.04 0.3

8 ? 2 -834.81 -843.29 1.0
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MP2 is smaller than 1.5%. It is important to point out that

through the geometry optimization steps, the spatial orga-

nization of the water molecules around the ion are pre-

served going from size 8 to size 10. Beyond this essential

validation, the force field is also able to reproduce ener-

getic order of clusters of a specific size, i.e., the relative

energies for the 8 ? 2, 9 ? 1, and 10 clusters. The trans-

ferability of the Th(IV) parameters is then assumed from

gas-phase clusters to condensed phase.

3.1.4 Molecular dynamics structural results: AMOEBA

versus experiments

Table 2 presents the main results concerning the structure of

the solvation shells around the Th4? ion extracted from an

analysis of the molecular dynamics trajectories in both

cluster and PBC simulations. Since the results are very

similar for the four independent trajectories in cluster and the

two PBC simulations with different water box sizes, these

structural data are considered to be converged. The average

coordination number (CN) in the first sphere was found to be

exactly 9.0 from the integration of the narrow first peak

observed on the radial distribution function g(r) for Th–O

pairs (see Fig. 2). The number of experimental structural

investigations of the hydrated Thorium(IV) ion in aqueous

solution is limited. Recently, Wilson et al. [63] reported a

mean Th4?–Ow bond distance of 2.46 Å with a coordination

number of 10 from wide angle X-ray scattering (WAXS)

study in highly concentrated hydrobromic acid. On the other

hand, Torapava et al. [64] performed X-ray absorption fine

structure LAXS experiments in aqueous solution. As their

results have been obtained in lower concentration than the

previous authors, they are, therefore, more comparable to our

simulations. Consequently, their derived coordination

number of 9 and the Th4?–Ow distance of 2.462 Å have been

taken as reference and directly compared with our calculated

values. In these conditions, the computed CN of 9.0 is in very

good agreement with experiments. No water exchange was

observed between the first and the second coordination shells

as expected from experimental observations of a residence

time of about 20 ns [65]. The maximum peak for the first

shell is located at 2.40 Å in good agreement with experi-

mental data. The second sphere is well resolved with a larger

peak centered at 4.59 Å, which corresponds to about 18

water molecules. These values match the experimental data

[64]. Beyond this distance, no specific geometric arrange-

ment can be pointed out anymore both in cluster and PBC

simulations. Figure 3 shows the distribution of the cosines of

the angle between the HOH bisector and the Th–O axis for

both the first and second shells. A strong radial alignment is

obtained with an angle lower than 20� and 25� for the first and

second shells, respectively. This confirms the strong influ-

ence of the ion on the two first shells.

Table 2 Molecular dynamics results for the Th4?–water cluster and

from PBC simulations with 215 and 511 water molecules

Properties MD

cluster

MD PBC

215 H2O

MD PBC

511 H2O

Experimental

[64]

1st shell

Average CN 9 9 9 9

Th4?–Ow

distance (Å)

2.4 2.41 2.4 2.462

2nd shell

Number of H2O 18.1 17.7 18.1 18

Th4?–Ow

distance (Å)

4.59 4.57 4.63 4.657

Fig. 2 Radial distribution

function g(r) of Th4?–O and

integrated curve for the Th4?–

water cluster
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In a recent study, the solvation of Th(IV) was investi-

gated by molecular dynamics using a polarizable force field

[17] with the water geometry constrained to the experi-

mental one. The force fields parameters were adjusted from

ab initio calculations, and it was found that the organiza-

tion of the two first coordination spheres around the cation

strongly depends on the parameter sets, especially on the

parameters of the charge-transfer term. These simulations

led to a coordination number between 8.05 and 8.45, lower

than the recent experimental results of Torapova et al. An

equilibrium was found between 8- and 9-fold coordination

that implies water exchange between the two first coordi-

nation spheres. This was never observed experimentally

[63].

3.1.5 Hydration free energy of Th(IV)

Molecular dynamics simulations were performed to com-

pute the solvation free energy of Th(IV). Fourteen inde-

pendent simulations were first performed to ‘‘grow’’ the Th

VdW particle by setting the charge and polarizability to

zero and gradually varying R as R(k) = k(Rfinal) and e as

e(k) = k(efinal), where k = (0.0, 0.0001, 0.001, 0.010, 0.1,

0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0). Twenty-one further

simulations were then performed to ‘‘grow’’ the ?4 charge

q of Thorium along with its polarizability a such that

q(k0) = k0(qfinal) and a (k0) = k0(a final), where

k0 = (0.0–1.0 with a fixed 0.05 increment). Each simula-

tion ran for 500 ps with a 1.0 fs timestep and the same

previously described conditions as the periodic boundary

conditions computation of the 511 water box. The absolute

free energy calculation was carried out on each of the

frames saved every 0.1 ps after the first 50 ps equilibration

period using the Bennet acceptance ratio [66] (BAR), a free

energy calculation method that utilizes forward and reverse

perturbations to minimize variance.

Twenty additional simulations of 400 ps each were also

performed to sample tighter frames for values of k0

between 0.000 and 0.100 and between 0.900 and 1.000

with 0.01 steps. However, the difference between the pre-

liminary results and the final value is negligible and would

not have required any extra steps as the variation of the DG

value was quite constant between each pair of frames.

Conclusively, the accumulated absolute free energy values

for the different frames sum up to -1,635 (±18) kcal/mol.

Despite a significantly different coordination number, this

value is in the range of the available reference (1,458 kcal/

mol) value due to David et al. [67] Such value was com-

puted upon EXAFS data using an empirical hydration

model based on five basic characteristics of the hydrated

ions: crystallographic ionic radius, the coordination num-

ber, the cation–oxygen distance (first hydration shell), the

number of water molecules in the second hydration shell,

and the cation effective charge Zeff. This result is also

consistent with the somewhat older results from Marcus

[68] who found a value of -1,391 kcal/mol with a less

refined empirical model also using partial experiment data.

Moreover, the values previously obtained with the

AMOEBA force field for the divalent cations Ca2?, Mg2?,

and Zn2? [27] (see also Supplementary Informations) show

that the relative free energies computed with polarizable

molecular dynamics simulations are in line with the

experimental literature values, including the one obtained

for Th4?.

3.1.6 Conclusions

The AMOEBA force field has yet again proved to be robust

enough to handle dynamic simulations and yield structural

and energetics data for cations. However, the non-explicit

inclusion of charge transfer in the model can lead to

inaccurate modeling in the particular case of lanthanide and

actinide systems where water exchange and charge transfer

are key phenomena. Being smaller in magnitude compared

to polarization, a good percentage of it (namely the two-

body part) could be accurately included within AMOE-

BA’s van der Waals term when the many-body charge

transfer is not the driving force of the solvation dynamics.

Therefore, as Th(IV) retains its first shell water molecules

throughout the whole dynamics, the remaining induction

contribution (charge transfer) can be said to be included in

the Van der Waals term as a result of matching the total

binding energy of AMOEBA to that of quantum mechan-

ics, regardless of the different individual contributions.

While the present study does not call for the explicit

treatment for charge transfer, other systems will require the

computation of both induction terms so as to capture the

overall many-body effects, and hence, a project aiming to

include an explicit contribution of the charge transfer in the

Fig. 3 Probability distribution of the cosines of the tilt angle

(between the HOH bisector and the Th–O axis) for the water

molecules in the first and second coordination shells in the Th4?–

water cluster case
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AMOEBA force field is underway. Nonetheless, we still

aimed to investigate the variation of the charge-transfer

energy in the Thorium–water clusters as well as in the

Lanthanum– and lutetium–water clusters, which are,

respectively, the first and last of the lanthanide series using

the SIBFA force field as described in the next section.

3.2 Extending the SIBFA force field to lanthanides

and actinides

As we have seen, in SIBFA, the intermolecular interaction

is expressed under the form of distinct contributions. Each

contribution is calibrated in order to closely reproduce its

ab initio counterpart as obtained from energy decomposi-

tion analyses on monoligated (M–H20)n? metal cation–

water complexes.

3.2.1 Interaction energies

The aim of working at different levels of calculation was to

determine whether the HF/large-core pseudopotential/aug-

cc-pVTZ level as in the energy decomposition scheme and

consequently for the parameterization of the SIBFA force

field was relevant. The comparable profiles of the inter-

action energy curves in the considered range for the

parameterization (1.5–3.5 Å) in all cases show that the

chosen level can safely be used for the energy decompo-

sition within the CSOV and RVS frameworks for the

development of the SIBFA potential (Fig. 4). The differ-

ence between the post-HF and HF energies at the minimum

of the curves is the missing correlation energy in the

Hartree–Fock approach and can be partially recovered in

the force field through the dispersion energy as a rough

approximation. Namely, this correlation energy accounts

for nearly 10% of the total energy at MP2 level and is due

to the high number of electrons in the lanthanides and

actinides that are not taken into account explicitly in the

large-core pseudopotentials. Therefore, the correlation

calculated at the MP2 level recovers the missing energy.

The BSSE is negligible in all cases (less than 2% in the

considered range) at the HF level.

3.2.2 Energy decomposition analyses

Detailed numerical values about EDA contributions can be

found in several Tables in the Supplementary Information

section.

Table 3 shows the energy decomposition analysis

around the optimized distances of 2.4, 2.1, and 2.2 Å,

respectively, for the [La–OH2]3? [Lu–OH2]3? and [Th–

OH2]4? dimers. All energies are given in kcal/mol. In both

cases of the lanthanide cations bearing the same ?3 charge,

the contribution of the first-order energies amount to the

same value even though the separate energies of electro-

statics (ES) and exchange repulsion (REP) are significantly

higher in the Lutetium–water dimer. This is of course due

Fig. 4 Ab initio interaction energy curves at different levels

of calculation for all three dimers using the procedure described in

Sect. 1
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to the increased number of electrons from the Lanthanum

4f0 configuration to the completely filled 4f14 shell of

Lutetium, even though they are not accounted for explicitly

in the pseudopotentials. However, both the polarization

energy (POL) and the charge transfer (CT) are higher in the

Lutetium system and are therefore responsible for the

global increase in the interaction energy value, of

22.15 kcal/mol, from [La–OH2]3? to [Lu–OH2]3?. In the

case of the [Th–OH2]4? dimer, the Coulomb energy is as

expected, significantly higher than in the trivalent systems

and so is the repulsion energy, thus resulting in a decreased

first-order energy (E1) with respect to the Lanthanum and

Lutetium systems. Conversely, both the polarization

energy and charge-transfer contributions have increased,

with POL accounting for more than 60% of the interaction

energy of the Thorium system and *50 ± 2% in the case

of the two lanthanide systems. It is clearly shown here that,

despite the high positive charge of the cations, the main

contribution to the interaction energy is the polarization

term when compared to E1. In addition to polarization, the

charge-transfer term appears to be clearly non-negligible

and therefore hints to more covalent interactions in such

systems. Therefore, the degree of covalency in those bonds

is linked to the second-order energies and will be clearly

dependent on the type of cation (and on the involved

orbitals and presence and number of f electrons in the

system). As a result, we pointed out that neglecting either

one or the other of the second-order contributions will

induce a shift in the equilibrium distance and correspond-

ing energy as shown in Fig. 5 for lanthanide and actinide

systems. It is important to note that the use of a EDA

formalism such as CSOV is important for such ab initio

decomposition. Indeed, CSOV generates consistent polar-

ization data as the HF wave functions are kept strictly

antisymmetric. That way, here, we do not have any over-

estimation of polarization/charge transfer due to such lack

of antisymmetry (i.e., exchange polarization is included,

see references 40 and 45 for details). In any case, these

Table 3 The different energy contributions, in kcal/mol, as given by the CSOV and RVS decomposition at the HF level, as well as the global

interaction energy (Eint) at the equilibrium distances for the [La–OH2]3?, [Lu–OH2]3?, and the [Th–OH2]4? dimers

Dimer ES REP E1 POL CT Eint

[La–OH2]3? -67.56 35.50 -32.07 -40.17 -10.40 -82.64

[Lu–OH2]3? -85.43 52.84 -32.59 -55.29 -16.92 -104.79

[Th–OH2]4? -102.55 83.13 -19.42 -92.80 -30.45 -145.26

Fig. 5 Ab initio energy curves excluding either the charge-transfer term (green) or the polarization energy (red) as compared to the interaction

energy (blue) for all three dimers
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results clearly rise key issue toward force fields develop-

ment that should either: (a) embody an explicit functional

form for charge transfer or (b) at least follow a consistent

parametrization strategy to incorporate charge transfer in

van der Waals based on EDA as some of us proposed [27].

3.2.3 Extension of the SIBFA potential to lanthanides

and actinides

At the end of this work, a full SIBFA potential was

obtained for all three considered cations, with a very good

description of each energy contribution by the force field

with respect to the reference data as shown in Fig. 6 for

Th(IV) –(La(III) and Lu(III) Figures are available as SI:

see Figures SI7 and SI8). It can be noted here that SIBFA’s

first handling of trivalent and tetravalent cations shows a

very good reproduction of the different ab initio contribu-

tion curves. Moreover, concerning the electrostatic contri-

bution, the inclusion of a correction of the quantum

penetration energy through an overlap term prevented any

divergence at short range. Also, all pair approximations

made for the repulsion term are entirely transferable up to

the heavy elements as previously shown for the Pb(II)

cation [69], with correct behavior of the SIBFA force field

at both short- and long range. Concerning the second-order

energies, results are satisfactory. At very short distances,

the SIBFA polarization energy diverges from the CSOV

curve, indicating that the damping is not sufficient since the

CSOV polarization term grows more rapidly than its

SIBFA counterpart as the Ln/An–Ow distance decreases.

Such behavior which is nevertheless not critical will be

avoided in a near future through the use of a Gaussian

electrostatic potential based on density fitting such as the

Gaussian electrostatic model (GEM) [70]. This approach

which is being implemented within SIBFA [71] will allow

for a better reproduction of the short-range curvature of the

polarization and thus avoid the polarization catastrophe.

Lastly, the charge transfer gives satisfying agreement with

ab initio, namely around the optimized distance with a

slight divergence however at very short and very long

distances. Overall, the agreement between SIBFA’s global

interaction energy with the ab initio value obtained from

the quantum EDA is also very satisfactory (Fig. 7) and

indicates SIBFA’s ability to reproduce the ab initio inter-

action energy for trivalent lanthanide–water and tetravalent

actinide–water dimers.

3.2.4 Transferability of the potential

The transferability of the different parameters optimized

for the dimer systems was tested for several [Ln–(OH2)n]3?

and [Th–(OH2)n]4?clusters, with n = 4, 6, 8, and 9

(structures for which RVS computations were technically

possible). The geometries of the tetra-coordinated clusters

were optimized at the HF level using aug-cc-pVTZ

basis sets for the water molecules and a small-core

Fig. 6 CSOV (blue) versus SIBFA (red) electrostatic (top left), repulsion (top right), polarization (bottom left), and charge-transfer (bottom
right) energies as a function of the Th–Ow distance in Th(IV)–OH2
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pseudopotential for Th. The structure of the complex with

eight-coordinated water molecules is square antiprismatic

(SAP), while the structure of the complex with nine water

molecules is tricaped trigonal prismatic (TTP). As SIBFA

uses a rigid fragment approximation, initial geometries

were projected within the usual SIBFA model water

internal geometry. The Ln/An–Ow distances only were then

fixed at three different distances around the optimized bond

length. The hexa-coordinated structures however were

standard, symmetrical complexes in which only the Ln/

An–Ow distances were varied. EDA were then carried out

with the GAMESS software to yield the different contri-

butions to the interaction energy of the systems. We have

to point out here that while the RVS scheme worked fine

for all tetracoordinated clusters, we have not been able to

obtain a converged decomposition in the case of the dif-

ferent hexacoordinated clusters. The energy decomposition

was therefore carried out in the Kitaura–Morokuma (KM)

framework, with as a result, a global second-order energy

that was compared to the SIBFA E2 = Eint - Emtp - Erep

values instead of the separate polarization and charge-

transfer contributions. The comparable energies namely

around the optimized distances for each of the tetra- and

hexa-coordinated clusters account for the transferability of

the parameters, with less than 2% error in the global

interaction energy around the considered distances.

Lastly, the parameters were tested on more relevant

structures of eight- and ninefold coordination for all three

systems. However, due to computational limits, only the

interaction energy at the Hartree–Fock level calculated

with the Gaussian program was used for comparison

against the SIBFA interaction energy on the same struc-

tures. Once again, the error is kept under the aforemen-

tioned 2% in all three Lanthanum, Lutetium, and Thorium

systems as shown in Tables 4, 5, 6. We have therefore

obtained a fully transferable, polarizable force field,

including charge transfer, for trivalent closed-shell lan-

thanide and tetravalent actinide cations.

3.2.5 The issue of dispersion: toward correlated molecular

dynamics

The last contribution taken into account by the SIBFA

force field is the dispersion energy, i.e., the energy arising

from the dynamically induced dipoles. Per se, this contri-

bution cannot be derived from a Hartree–Fock energy

decomposition analysis, and therefore, it has been taken in

this study as the difference between an MP2 dissociation

curve and the HF curve used to parameterize the SIBFA

force field. Despite the approximate fit of the SIBFA Edisp

component on the D(MP2–HF) curve, the overall MP2

interaction energy curve matches that obtained with the

SIBFA potential corrected with the estimated dispersion

component from the fit, referred to as SIBFA ? d, as it can

be seen in Supplementary Informations (SI: Figure 9).

While the results for the cation-monoaqua systems feature

less than 5% error, the extension to the different clusters is

still out of reach because the nature of the dispersion

energy is not fully accounted for in the D(MP2–HF)

approximation as correlation is not restricted to the sole

Fig. 7 CSOV (blue) versus SIBFA (red) total interaction energies as a function of metal M–Ow distances in M(n?)–OH2 at the HF level
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dispersion term. Indeed, preliminary calculations have

shown that the parameters derived for dispersion in SIBFA

do not exhibit the same transferability as that obtained for

the other contributions. A means of accessing a more

physically meaningful dispersion contribution is through

post-HF EDA, such as correlated CSOV or by performing

EDA on correlated energy curves. This however implies

intensive studies so as to determine which functional is

more appropriate to each of the investigated systems while

remaining cautious on the ability of the density functional

theory to assess lanthanide and actinide systems.

4 Conclusion

The parameterization of the SIBFA force field for the

first and last cations of the lanthanide series and the

closed-shell Thorium(IV) cation was undertaken. It was

found that SIBFA, which includes many-body charge

transfer, is capable of handling heavy elements from

dimers to ninefold coordinated hydrated complexes with

around 2% error with respect to the ab initio Hartree–

Fock interaction energy. Furthermore, the fact that the

force field is based on EDA has led us to investigate

the separate contributions to the interaction energy of the

considered dimers. The sizeable values of the polariza-

tion and charge-transfer energies secures the idea that

only a polarizable force field including charge transfer

can be used to correctly model lanthanide and actinide

systems. Nevertheless, through its careful parametrization

on the Th(IV)–water dimer and without including any

experimental data, the AMOEBA force field leads to

very accurate results. The transferability of the parame-

ters has been demonstrated since the force field was able

to reproduce gas-phase reference energetic, structural,

and thermodynamical experimental quantities, including

Th(IV) solvation free energies. Such results are encour-

aging and should lead us to improved modeling of lan-

thanides and actinides within complex environments

beyond solvation. To conclude, based on the SIBFA

results, explicit charge transfer will be added to

AMOEBA as full SIBFA cluster MD simulations will be

undergone. Moreover, as our approaches are not limited

to treat closed-shell systems, [32] future work will also

deal with open-shell actinides systems (Marjolin et al. in

preparation).
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Table 4 Interaction energies in kcal/mol of the [La–(OH2)n]3?

clusters as calculated at the Hartree–Fock (HF) level and with the

SIBFA force field for several ion–water distances

n d (La–Ow) (Å) HF SIBFA D % Error

4 2.3 -268.66 -263.38 -5.28 2.0

2.4 -279.69 -277.45 -2.24 0.8

2.5 -281.39 -280.13 -1.26 0.5

6 2.1 -189.21 -166.13 -23.08 12.2

2.2 -277.58 -264.90 -12.68 4.6

2.3 -330.42 -323.53 -6.89 2.2

2.4 -358.71 -354.76 -3.95 1.1

2.5 -370.24 -367.49 -2.75 0.7

8 2.60 -419.71 -415.11 -4.6 1.1

9 2.63 -451.24 -447.5 -3.73 0.8

The relative difference D between each pair of values is given as well

as the corresponding percentage error

Table 5 Interaction energies in kcal/mol of the [Lu–(OH2)n]3?

clusters as calculated at the Hartree–Fock (HF) level and with the

SIBFA force field for several ion–water distances

n d (Lu–Ow) (Å) HF SIBFA D % Error

4 2.2 -351.36 -344.07 -7.29 2.1

2.3 -350.65 -347.05 -3.60 1.0

2.4 -342.44 -340.00 -2.44 0.7

6 2.1 -419.09 -389.94 -29.15 7.0

2.2 -448.29 -432.33 -15.96 3.6

2.3 -457.28 -448.88 -8.40 1.8

2.4 -453.47 -448.63 -4.84 1.1

2.5 -441.26 -437.78 -3.48 0.8

8 2.42 -505.72 -496.18 -9.54 1.89

9 2.43 -536.21 -533.26 -2.95 0.55

The relative difference D between each pair of values is given as well

as the corresponding percentage error

Table 6 Interaction energies in kcal/mol of the [Th–(OH2)n]4?

clusters as calculated at the Hartree–Fock (HF) level and with the

SIBFA force field for several ion–water distances

n d (Th–Ow) (Å) HF SIBFA D % Error

4 2.3 -469.22 -470.13 0.91 -0.2

2.4 -470.46 -477.44 6.98 -1.5

2.5 -462.10 -469.25 7.15 -1.6

6 2.1 -475.89 -390.34 -85.55 18.0

2.2 -555.23 -518.73 -36.5 6.6

2.3 -598.21 -588.47 -9.74 1.6

2.4 -615.69 -618.50 2.81 -0.5

2.5 -615.57 -622.26 6.69 -1.1

8 2.50 -693.80 -701.81 8.01 -1.2

9 2.56 -735.70 -743.22 7.52 -1.0

The relative difference D between each pair of values is given as well

as the corresponding percentage error
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